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"Extremely proficient! This is the most student-friendly book I've seen. I like every I aspect of Math

on Call. It's a math teacher's dream come true."

If you are like me and it's been awhile since you were in a math class and your son or daughters

match homework is getting harder and harder for you to help them this book is for you. This book

was listed on my daughters school supply list as optional. I tracked it down thinking that it was going

to be a reference for her but when I received it I discovered that the target audience is the parents

who may not know the best way to help with math homework. My daughter uses it don't get me

wrong but I think I use it more. It is a really good refresher on middle school math and I found myself

reading it just for that.

This book was recommended to the 5th grade parents on Back to School night. I immediately

purchased the book and it has been so instrumental in helping me assist my 10 year old daughter

with her math homework. For those of us that can't remember EVERYTHING we learned in school

or just fail to remember how to calculate simple things like area versus perimeter, this book is a



MUST HAVE. This book will be useful all the way through high school as well. I wish I would have

known about this book when my daughter started in first grade. You need one in every household

with a K-12 student!

We love this book! It's the second copy I've purchased. If you have a student at home this is

priceless! We have pulled this book out countless times to help with homework. It's a great way to

refresh your knowledge on little used math techniques. Very clear descriptions of the necessary

steps, examples etc. This book was suggested by a Middle School Principal. One of the best books

I've ever found to support my kids learning at home!

This book was referred to me by a friend as a source of help for my daughter who was struggling in

her math class. This book has helped her grasp math concepts in an easy to understand way that

reinforces and supplements her teacher's methods. She's brought her grade up and continues to

improve and even help her friends. We highly recommend this book for any middle school/jr. high

student that needs additional help.

Great reference book for teacher! Easy explanations, many illustrations and diagrams help to

enhance math concepts. This is a great go-to book when you want to look up math vocabulary or

need a refresher on a math concept or operation.

I recently purchased Math On Call for my children to reference just in case Pre-Algebra was too

much of a challenge. My niece expressed frustration with inequalities and anxiety about a test

coming up, and we found that section in the book so I sent it home with her to study. She was so

grateful to have a resource that could explain the concepts in a way that was easy to understand,

since she didn't grasp inequalities in class. I let her have Math On Call and I will definitely buy

another to keep at home.

This is an incredibly valuable reference tool. Whether you are a teacher, or a parent who needs to

brush up to help your kiddo, with math homework having Math On Call will help you enormously. I

also referred to it quite a bit while studying for the Praxus Core exam.

I LOVE this book. I work in many different classrooms and grades and sometimes I may forget

something. This book has every formula I could possibly ever use and sections for every area. For



example: rounding numbers, fractions, decimals. Which operation to perform first.....This is a very

helpful resource to have with you.
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